
CHALLENGES
▪ Fast growth in turnover requires greater focus on 
   order-specific procurement 
▪ High workload in indirect material procurement 
▪ Diversity of indirect materials

BENEFITS
▪ Reduction in purchasing employees’ workload
▪ Transparency regarding indirect procurement
▪ Minimisation of maverick buying
▪ Simplification of procurement process
 
   
WHY APSOLUT?
▪ High level of pertinent expertise
▪ Customer focus
▪ Reliability
▪ Commercial aspects

PILLER Blowers & Compressors GmbH, Moringen, Germany

apsolut implements SAP Ariba Buying 
for Piller Blowers & Compressors

Company:
PILLER Blowers & Compressors GmbH

Industry:
Machine building 

Products:
Compressors for mechanical vapor 
recompression (MVR) and steam recovery 
processes

Number of employees:
500

Turnover:
97.3 million euros

Headquarters:
Moringen, Germany

Website:
www.piller.de  

SOLUTIONS
▪ SAP Ariba Buying with Guided Buying in Snap edition
▪ Integration with SAP S/4HANA
▪ Catalog integration with Amazon Business and Mercateo 
▪ Enablement of operating department employees
▪ Two apsolut solution modules

• Lookup Table Upload Framework
• User Master Upload Enhancement

Lookup Table Upload Framework SAP Ariba enables the 
creation of lookup tables, for instance for approver or 
G/L account determination. Using this solution module, 
any type of SAP ERP table can be selected, formatted to 
match the Ariba table structure and uploaded directly as 
an SAP lookup table.



NO DEVIATION FROM STANDARD 
SYSTEM

“One thing that impressed me from the very beginning 
of our discussions with apsolut was the realistic 
explanations they provided,” says Thomas Henzler, CIO 
at PILLER and Board Member for Purchasing, Production 
& Supply Chain Management, Marketing & Sales at 
the German-speaking SAP User Group DSAG. “Instead 
of having to listen to overblown presentations, we 
immediately homed in jointly on operational issues. 
Throughout the project, our concerns were responded to 
and we felt that we were in expert hands at all times.”

This goal-oriented mode of operation was totally in 
line with Mr Henzler’s maxim: The implementation was 
to stay as close as possible to the standard version of 
the SAP Ariba Buying cloud solution. The architecture 
was merely complemented by two apsolut solution 
modules, which closed some gaps in the SAP Ariba 
standard system. With the so-called Lookup Table 
Upload Framework, tables for approver or G/L account 
determination can be selected in SAP S/4HANA, 
formatted and uploaded directly as SAP Ariba lookup 
tables. And the User Master Upload Enhancement 
enables user master data to be loaded into SAP Ariba in 
an automated process.

Thanks to the high level of conformity with the standard 
system, PILLER will be able to benefit fully from the 
update and innovation cycles from the cloud. The danger 
of unwanted feedback was avoided and the complexity of 
the system landscape remains at a manageable level.
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IMPLEMENTED TOOLS

User Master Upload Enhancement In the standard system, not 
all necessary user master data is retrieved from SAP ERP for use in 
SAP Ariba Buying. With this solution module, all the necessary user 
master data can be loaded automatically into SAP Ariba. The data 
source can be an ERP, LDAP or other central user administration 
system.

Catalog integration with Amazon Business 
and Mercateo

The project was realised within the agreed time and 
budget framework. Initially, Mr Henzler had not been 
totally convinced that things would run that smoothly. 

explains Mr Henzler.

Thanks to the implementation of SAP Ariba Buying, the 
purchasing staff at PILLER now enjoy full transparency 
regarding indirect procurement and are better able to 
focus on direct procurement. The so-called maverick 
buying, i.e. procurement that bypasses standardised 
processes, could be reduced to an absolute minimum. 
With a view to building one central buying and supplier 
platform, PILLER intends to follow its initial connection 
to the Ariba network with further steps into the SAP 
Ariba universe. The next project will comprise the 
implementation of Ariba SLM/SLP as well as Ariba Supplier 
Risk, which will also address the subject of the LkSG, the 
German Act on Corporate Due Diligence Obligations in 
Supply Chains.

SAP Ariba Buying with Guided Buying in 
Snap edition

Integration with SAP S/4HANA

“To be quite honest: I have experienced 
so many IT projects in the past where 
the ambitious original goals were 
eroded bit by bit. But this time, it was 
different because apsolut worked very 
systematically and always intervened 
promptly when something threatened to 
get out of hand,”

Two apsolut solution modules:
• Lookup Table Upload Framework
• User Master Upload Enhancement


